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Dear HKN members,

In his letter included in the fall 2005 issue of THE BRIDGE, Bob Janowiak stated, “The 2005–2006 year promises to be very busy... renewal is challenging... necessary and rewarding. How right he was!”

Membership and chapter activity for the year continues at a brisk pace. Processes have been established between headquarters staff and faculty advisors to standardize activities and improve information flow about chapter recruitment status. Each chapter received a chapter packet, which included a letter from President Dave Irvine encouraging students to accept membership. Also, faculty and graduate students are encouraged to join and letters have been sent to department chairs at six Canadian universities encouraging them to initiate HKN chapters.

A letter detailing the results of the Second Century Project and outlining plans to address issues deemed important to students has been sent to each chapter, and implementation or expansion of programs students mentioned was important to them is under way. To respond to specific student input received as part of the project, as well as highlight the importance of the students’ experiences, a regional student conference was held at Purdue from November 3–4, 2006. A distinguished panel of speakers, consisting of HKN alumni, was featured, including Mike Brick, founder and chairman of Tellabs, who discussed leadership.

Under the leadership of the Awards Committee, before years’ end, many awards will have been conferred at reunions from coast to coast, including a Distinguished Service Award, three Eminent Member certificates, a Karapetoff award, and a C. Holmes MacDonald Outstanding Teaching Award.

The 2006–2007 Contribution Campaign was a huge success. Thank-you letters have been sent to all contributors, along with a brochure listing all donors. The 2006–2007 campaign is already underway.

2005–2006 has indeed been a busy, challenging, and rewarding year. We look forward to the coming year and the opportunities that lie ahead.

Warm regards,
Roger L. Plummer
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Barry J. Sullivan | Beta Omicron Chapter Member

The next generation of electrical and computer engineers will face challenges unlike those of previous generations. While each generation must confront technical challenges unique to its time, the changing nature of the profession will present greater challenges of a nontechnical nature than ever before.

The articles in this issue of THE BRIDGE provide a sampling of the range of challenges for those who will practice engineering in the 21st century. The first article, by Richard Schulte, addresses the challenge of developing the nontechnical skills required of engineers as it describes systems engineering design projects at the University of North Dakota. Kelly Szubas found environmental and cultural challenges in Antarctica and Honduras, which she relates in her article on a pair of opportunities she has been able to pursue early in her career. In a similar sense, the article by Richard Drzewucki places engineering in a cultural context, describing the work of a student organization at The Ohio State University to deliver engineering solutions to disadvantaged communities both locally and internationally.

Finally, Elizabeth Johnston demonstrates the need for engineering expertise in developing public policy as she reports on her study of advanced vehicle technology as a Washington Internships for Students of Engineering (WISE) intern. Steve Watkins provides a description of the WISE program and a link for more information at the end of this article.

All of these articles present examples of the nontechnical challenges the next generation of engineers will encounter. They also demonstrate that the rewards of a career in engineering includes more than the satisfaction of technical achievement. Please visit the Eta Kappa Nu Web site, www.hkn.org, where you will find supplemental material for all of the articles appearing in THE BRIDGE. You will find chapter news and society announcements posted there as well.

Feedback on THE BRIDGE is always welcome. You can reach me via e-mail at editor@hkn.org.

Warm regards,

Barry J. Sullivan
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Outstanding Young Electrical and Computer Engineer Award – 2005

This award shall be given annually to a young electrical and computer engineering graduate for meritorious service in the interests of humankind as evidenced by his or her past record and future promise, as well as for outstanding achievements in his or her chosen profession.

AWARD WINNER

Karen Miu Miller
Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
Drexel University

Dr. Miu Miller was named the Outstanding Young Electrical and Computer Engineer for her work on the analysis of power distribution systems and the development of analytically based power distribution application functions. Her work is providing new methods to evaluate economic tradeoffs in the engineering decisions required in planning new systems, as well as technical direction to the issues of customer demand flexibility and the associated economic advantages of elastic loads. She was also recognized for her contributions as an educator at Drexel University, where she has developed several new courses in power, energy, and control systems incorporating active and hands-on learning in the classroom and laboratories.
M ultidisciplinary teamwork. Effective communication skills. An ability to engage in lifelong learning. EAC/ABET expects these outcomes in all of our students, while the employers of our graduates have grown to require them in the next generation of entry-level engineers. Offering undergraduate and graduate students opportunities to take part in large-scale systems engineering design projects at the University of North Dakota (UND) over the past six years has been a tremendous learning experience that is as close as possible to the “real world” of engineering design that depends on the understanding of an entire system, from concept to operations. In essence, this is workforce development for the engineer of 2020, which includes a systems engineering skill set desired by almost every corporation and R&D laboratory that recruits our electrical engineering graduates today.

The Science of Space

In the UND School of Engineering & Mines, we have been extremely fortunate to partner with the W. Almagi School of Aerospace Sciences on our top baccalaureate aviation programs in the world, with a new master’s program educating the next generation of aviation researchers and policymakers. Since the start of the millennium, the electrical and mechanical engineering departments have partnered with UND Aerospace faculty to develop several environmental sensor development payloads and platforms. These sensor development efforts have fostered a systems engineering culture in UND’s electrical and mechanical engineering departments in which undergraduate and graduate student teams, led by faculty mentors, design, build, and test remote sensing instruments based on actual end-user requirements. These scientific sensors are mounted vertically rotating precision pointing system. This added camera adjustment feature allows each sensor to assume various orientations, enabling continuous pointing on a given target as the UAV flies in a circle flying overhead.

The infrared camera is an uncooled, microbolometer-based thermal imager providing state-of-the-art reliability. Each camera in the thermal-optical imaging system is mounted on a 360 degree horizontally rotating, 50-degree vertically rotating precision pointing system. As far as the direct benefits to the students involved in these inherently multi-disciplinary design projects are concerned, first and foremost they receive training as systems engineers, which is vitally important for the modern tech-savvy workforce. The participants also have a chance to practice their communication and teamwork skills, so they are better prepared for their future careers. The most important lessons that the students take away from these systems engineering design projects include the following:

> Documentation is critical, especially for long-term (i.e., multiple academic year) projects in which the student workforce turns over every semester.

> Designing subsystems is relatively easy but designing their interfaces is significantly more difficult because of coordination and teamwork issues. The need for accurate, interface control documents and excellent oral and written communications among team members becomes moe and more crucial as the design team grows.

> System integration and test always takes much longer than you expect in any real-world design project, so you must plan your timeline accordingly. In particular, electromagnetic compatibility is extremely important in the integration of electronic payloads into GPS-navigated vehicles.

Learning about the regulatory process, which has included the FAA for airborne payloads and NASA for payloads developed for launch and operations in NASA space vehicles, is extensive and time-consuming. It is also one of the most sought-after experiences by potential employers.

What does the future hold? Certainly, there will be continued efforts at the University of North Dakota to design, build, test, demonstrate, and operate small UAV civilian and military payloads, as well as other payload/vehicle modifications to provide precision sensor pointing, scene- and-avoid, synthetic vision, and ultra-transparent communication capabilities for autonomous systems. With new UAV missions assigned to the Grand Forks Air Force Base (20 miles west of the UND campus) and the Air National Guard sting in Fargo (70 miles south of Grand Forks), a U.S. Border Patrol Station based in Grand Forks that is responsible for monitoring 917 miles of the U.S./Canadian border extending from the Great Lakes to the U.S./Montana border into Montana, wide-open skies are available for field tests and flight operations, and a northern climate for the cold weather testing of aircraft platforms and sensors, the geographic location of the University of North Dakota is ideal for establishing a Center of Excellence in Unmanned Aircraft Systems.

Conclusion

Most recently, federal and state government funding as well as corporate support has been flowing into the University of North Dakota for research, education, and training related to UAVs. This type of university/industry/government partnership is exactly what U.S. Senator Byron L. Dorgan from North Dakota had in mind when he established the Red River Valley Research Corridor to attract research funding and science and technology firms to the state. Technology-based economic development in UAVs is a step forward in diversifying the regional economy and recruiting new and experienced engineering professionals to the Northern Great Plains, which has had a serious outmigration problem for its mostly highly educated and talented college graduates.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard R. Schultz

Associate Professor and Chair of Electrical Engineering, University of North Dakota

Dr. Schultz received his B.S.E.E. degree from UND in 1990 and his M.S.E.E. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Notre Dame in 1992 and 1995, respectively. He joined the UND faculty in 1995. His teaching and research interests are aerospace payload and sensor development, embedded systems design, signal and image processing, student-generated intellectual property, systems engineering, and technology entrepreneurship. Dr. Schultz has co-taught a multidisciplinary opportunity identification course with UND’s entrepreneurship faculty for the past several years. In 2004, he received the HKN C. Holmes MacDonald Outstanding Teaching Award.
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Figure 2

Unmanned aerial vehicle electro-optical and uncooled thermal infrared digital imaging payload undergoing electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing at the Lockheed Martin Corporation EMI test chamber in Eagan, Minnesota.

Figure 1

Electrical and mechanical engineering students and faculty debug the UAV payload electronics and mobile ground station software.
Engineering at the Extremes

by Kelly Kozdras

Il remaining passengers please make your way to the skiway.

I heard these words in February of last year, and a chill went down my spine. Not because I was in Antarctica, and the outside temperature was probably about –55º F that day. But because when the announcement over the PA system at South Pole Station asked for all remaining passengers, that could only mean one thing for the rest of us who were not scheduled to get on that plane: We were there to stay. After the last passenger boarded an LC-130 and after the plane ducked its wings in the air as a last passenger boarded an LC-130 and after the plane took off, it was a good feeling, and with temperatures dipping down to –100º F. My spine had the good sense to mark the occasion.

The year passed in Antarctica, with highs and lows—with great celebrations and beautiful displays of the aurora australis, and with the occasional cranky and tired neighbor showing the signs of a long winter. When the LC-130 returned to us in October 2005, I was tired in many ways and was excited to see the engineers returning who had worked with the previous summer. One afternoon I walked around with one of them, showing him all of the work we had completed in construction during the eight months since he had last seen the station. For that afternoon, my energy certainly picked up a bit. The challenges to construct in Antarctica are considerable—materials transport, conditions of outside work, fatigue of the crews during the winter, communication challenges with the United States, just to begin the list. To see through his eyes the progress that we made during those eight months was remarkable, as it highlighted the fact that we met these challenges head-on and produced something that will be around for a while in such a unique place.

Working in Antarctica allowed me along with many of my colleagues there, a great opportunity to develop savings to fulfill whatever interests we might have back home. My interest was volunteering overseas, and I finally had the time and money to pursue that. I did not have to look far. I applied and was accepted for a summer program sponsored by Engineers for a Sustainable World (ESW), which has university students and professionals working on engineering projects in developing countries around the globe. I was assigned to assist with the construction of a water treatment plant project in Ojojona, Honduras, a small village about an hour from the capital city. While my electrical engineering background would not be directly used, my knowledge of construction, the Spanish language, and general engineering education would be beneficial.

My experience in Honduras was at times frustrating, entertaining, and in the end, very rewarding. Our goal was to oversee the construction of the treatment plant and train the future operators of the plant in its functionality and use. In retrospect, I do not believe we ever strayed far from that goal, and in the end achieved it. However, we often became caught by the minute stresses of the day, issues such as the language barrier or the slowness of transporting materials to our construction site. We had a celebration our last night in Ojojona, and awards and congratulations were given all around. The sincerity in the eyes of the people in the town and on the water board as they thanked us individually and as a group registered for me. It became obvious that while these types of projects often have more day-to-day frustrations than work in our home country, they can also ultimately have so much more reward, as the needs being fulfilled are much more basic and greater in some of these communities. I saw firsthand that our education can provide so much assistance around the world when directed toward well-meaning and well-planned projects.

Conclusion

Much of working life certainly is a bit less dramatic than these experiences. Engineers are often rather passionate about their work, and with good reason. We are regularly interacting with a world that is fascinating and are pushing the limits to expand our capabilities in that world. I have been lucky to see some exciting examples of that, which confirms my suspicion that engineering is indeed more than just a good “background.”

Kelly Kozdras
Epsilon Eta chapter – Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

Ms. Kozdras began her career with AmeriCorps in Denver, Colorado, and then worked with the MTA New York City Transit as an electrical engineer. She served as an electrical engineer at South Pole Station, Antarctica, working on construction and facility issues, and recently spent the summer as a volunteer for Engineers for a Sustainable World. In addition, she served as an engineering mentor for all-girls high school competing in FIRST Robotics Competition. Ms. Kozdras is active in the Society of Women Engineers.
Two New Eminent Members Inducted

Eta Kappa Nu confers Eminent Member status, the society’s highest level of membership, on those select few whose contributions and attainments in the field of electrical and computer engineering have resulted in significant benefits to humankind.

EMINENT MEMBER
Presented June 2006

Harry W. Mergler

Harry W. Mergler has been recognized for his career as an educator, mentor, and accomplished practitioner as well as a prolific author and inventor. He was a founder and managing partner of OmniCapital, a private equity firm based in Massachusetts and New Jersey, and a former president of Bell Laboratories. Dr. Mergler is noted for his significant contributions to the fields of digital logic design and industrial control systems.

Mergler at a Glance
>
Leonard Case Chair in Electrical Engineering, 1978–89
> Selected as a fellow of the IEEE in 1976, and a member of the National Academy of Engineering in 1980
> Awarded the IEEE Lamme Medal, Case Institute of Technology Gold Medal, IEEE Centennial Medal, and IEEE Best Paper Award
> Member, Zeta Chapter
> B.S. in electrical engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Ph.D. from Case Institute of Technology

EMINENT MEMBER
Presented June 2006

Tsunee Nakahara

Tsunee Nakahara is a pioneer in the field of digital technology and has made significant contributions to the conception, design, and manufacturing of optical fiber and cables. Under his guidance, the company developed the vapor phase axial deposition optical fiber manufacturing technology, which has become the standard in Japan and is one of the top three fiber manufacturing processes worldwide. His team also designed extremely low-loss optical fiber with pure silica as the core and fluorine as the clad. This technology has been widely used for undersea long-distance cables. He has also been a leader of important research into multi-count optical fiber, leaky coaxial cable, millimeter and beam waveguide, and more. Dr. Nakahara has nearly 300 patents in the United States and Japan combined and has published more than 100 papers.

Nakahara at a Glance
>
Former executive vice president and vice chairman, Sumitomo Electric Industries
> Member of the Board of Trustees, Polytechnic University
> IEEE Life Fellow, foreign associate member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering
> Recipient of the Alexander Graham Bell Medal, Takamagi Medal, IEEE Third Millennium Medal, the Chikao Memorial Award from the Institute of Electronics and Communications Engineers of Japan, and the Blue Ribbon Medal from the emperor of Japan
> Ph.D. in electrical engineering from the University of Tokyo

Vladimir Karapetoff Outstanding Technical Achievement Award

This award is given annually to an electrical engineering practitioner who has distinguished himself or herself through an invention, development, or discovery in the field of electrical technology resulting in significant benefits to humankind.

AWARD WINNER
Presented September 2006

Arun N. Netravali

Arun N. Netravali is regarded as a pioneer in the field of digital technology and has led numerous initiatives, including Bell Labs’ high-definition television (HDTV) effort. He has also made significant contributions in the areas of computer networks, human-machine interfaces, picture processing, and digital television. While his technical achievements are the basis for his selection for this award, he has made significant contributions as a business leader and educator as well. He is a founder and managing partner of OmniCapital, a private equity firm based in Massachusetts and New Jersey, and a former president of Bell Laboratories. Dr. Netravali has taught at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, City College (New York), Columbia University, and Rutgers University. He has served on the editorial boards of several journals, was a trustee of the New Jersey Institute of Technology, and serves on the Boards of Level 3 Communications and Ageron Systems.

Netravali at a Glance
>
> Fellow of the IEEE and AAAS; member of the National Academy of Engineering; and winner of the Alexander Graham Bell Medal, Emmy Award, and the National Medal of Technology
> B. tech degree from India Institute of Technology and M.S. and Ph.D. from Rice University

HKN Distinguished Service Award

This award is given annually to an electrical engineering practitioner who has distinguished himself or herself through an invention, development, or discovery in the field of electrical technology resulting in significant benefits to humankind.

AWARD WINNER
Presented August 2006

Quayne G. Gennaro

Quayne Gennaro has served on the Outstanding Young Electrical Engineer (now the Outstanding Young Electrical and Computer Engineer) committee since 1972, where she has championed women and minority candidates. She served as a director of HKN from 1975–76. Through her contacts at the White House, Ms. Gennaro was able to obtain a letter of congratulations for the OYEE/OYECE winner from the president of the United States. Since 1999, she has arranged for the recipients to receive a flag flown over the U.S. Capitol. Although unable to attend committee meetings, she still arranges the presidential, senatorial, and congressional recognitions and flag presentation. An accomplished pianist, she has performed at many HKN ceremonies and has never wavered in her enthusiasm for HKN in her 34 years of continuous participation.

Gennaro at a Glance
>
> Former executive vice president and vice chairman, Sumitomo Electric
> Member, Beta Alpha chapter
> B.S. in electrical engineering from Drexel University

Gennaro at a Glance
>
> Former executive vice president and vice chairman, Sumitomo Electric
> Member, Beta Alpha chapter
> B.S. in electrical engineering from Drexel University
Ohio State Engineering Students and Faculty Form an Organization to Help People at Home and Abroad

by Roger Dzwonczyk

Several years ago, a group of engineering students at The Ohio State University was looking for a way to apply its engineering talents and expertise to help people in the local and international community, in much the same way as medical students serve in free clinics and attorneys provide pro bono legal counsel to the public. They were inspired by discussions in their engineering ethics class about the importance of volunteering engineering service to improve world conditions. These students realized that there are a number of ways to apply technology in a practical manner to improve the well-being of their less fortunate neighbors. Following a couple of coffee-shop meetings with their ethics instructor, the students formed a new and unique organization called Engineers for Community Service (ECOS, www.ecos.osu.edu), the first engineering organization of its kind at Ohio State.

ECOS’s overall mission is to promote lifelong professionalism, volunteerism, and global broad-based thinking among engineering students by conducting local and international mission projects that require engineering and technology. Serving the global community is an important part of being an engineering professional. It is an essential Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology requirement as it pertains to understanding ethical and professional responsibilities and contemporary issues, the global and societal impact of engineering solutions, sustainability, and economics. In three years the organization has grown from a handful of students and one professor to more than 200 active student members and 10 faculty advisors from all engineering disciplines at Ohio State.

Reaching Out

ECOS’s current international mission involves Montaña de Luz, an HIV orphanage in a rural region of Honduras, 35 miles east of the capital, Tegucigalpa. During Ohio State’s 2005 and 2006 spring breaks, about 15 ECOS students traveled to the orphanage for a week to help improve the operation of the facility. The trips culminated many months of preparation, planning, research, and design to solve specific issues at the orphanage.

In 2005, the students set up a computer lab for the children in what was once a morgue; now, thankfully, unneeded because of the improved medical treatment the children received. The students installed used computers that they refurbished and transported from Columbus to the orphanage. They installed Spanish-language operating systems and educational software that were either purchased through fundraising or donated by software companies. The students rewired the computer lab with power, lighting, fans, and air conditioning. The students mapped out the power distribution system of the orphanage and made many modifications to the system that improved the safety of the power system for the children and workers at the orphanage. From the analysis of the electrical system, the students balanced loads on the circuits and made recommendations on ways to reduce the electrical energy cost, which is a major part of the operating budget of the facility.

A major concern of the orphanage is communications. Currently there is no landline telephone service to this remote part of Honduras. Communications in this mountainous region of the country is accomplished with an unreliable and costly cell phone system. ECOS students have partnered with Ohio State’s information technology department and designed a satellite communications system that, when installed, will provide high-speed internet access and a reliable voice-over internet communications system for the orphanage and perhaps for the entire local community as well. This past spring, the students and the local people poured a 40’ x 8’ x 8’, $2,000-pound concrete pad to support the satellite dish. The concrete for the pad was completely hand-mixed and poured in 100º F temperatures.

Future projects on tap for the orphanage include improving drainage for the dirt road leading to the facility. This road is impassable during the rainy season. Several students are investigating the possible use of alternative electric power (wind or solar power) generation to help further reduce the cost of electric energy. This past spring the students installed equipment at the orphanage to automatically collect information on wind velocity and solar light intensity in order to determine the feasibility of alternative electric power. In addition, ECOS students plan to install the equipment for the satellite communications system once the satellite is in place.

In the course of its work in Honduras, ECOS has established a working relationship with Universidad Zamorano, the premier agricultural university in Central and South America. The students have toured the university during their spring break visits and have shared a lot of ideas about sustainable technology for the country. Universidad Zamorano has been instrumental in guiding ECOS in developing the planned communications system for Montaña de Luz.

Participation Spreads

ECOS’s work with Montaña de Luz has ignited great interest on the Ohio State campus. This past spring break, students from the College of Human Ecology joined ECOS in Honduras and set up a library and learning center for the children at the orphanage. These students took the opportunity to sit in on classes in the village schools and speak with the Honduran educators in order to formulate useful strategies for supporting the children’s educational needs at the orphanage and in the village. Several ECOS advisors and students also visited the local medical clinic in the village with hopes of establishing a relationship between the clinic and the Ohio State College of Medicine’s Global Health Initiative program. This program is designed to allow medical students and medical faculty to intern at international venues to gain valuable insight into global health issues while assisting in health care in various regions around the world. Ohio State’s Office of International Education has partnered with ECOS by providing much of the funding for the 2006 Honduras mission trip. Additional funding for ECOS’s local and international mission projects has come from the general Ohio State student organization funding source in return for ECOS members volunteering at various campus events. ECOS has also received a Batelle Endowment for Technology and Human Affairs. This grant program supports university activities designed to facilitate examination and understanding of the impact of science and technology in individuals and society.

ECOS is not only a student mission-oriented organization but also a required service-learning opportunity for those wishing to participate in its Honduran international mission work. In 2005, the OSU College of Engineering created a new fast-track engineering course that focuses on international service learning, project planning, and problem solving in a developing country. In the course, students identify specific problems and needs at the Montaña de Luz orphanage and in the village and then form teams to research, plan, design, and develop schemes to solve the problems. The teams implement their solutions on their spring break trip. The course allows the students to develop a clear understanding of the challenges, how-to, and rewards of introducing new, appropriate, sustainable technology to a developing country.

Conclusion

The enthusiasm and support for ECOS on the Ohio State campus has been outstanding. ECOS has provided students an important hands-on facet of engineering education not necessarily afforded in the typical engineering curriculum. The students are better prepared for their careers and more enlightened about our world’s technological needs because of their ECOS experiences. ECOS plants the seed of volunteerism and global service in the students that, hopefully, will grow throughout their personal and professional lives.
The Path toward Widespread Deployment of Hybrid-Electric Vehicles

by Elizabeth T. Johnston

Two decades from now, America will import nearly two out of every three barrels of oil. At the same time, the efficiency of the U.S. light-duty vehicle fleet is at a 20-year low. A national dependence on foreign oil will lead to an increased vulnerability to oil price fluctuations and will contribute to an increased vulnerability to oil price fluctuations and will contribute to the potential to displace oil use, but policy decisions must be made in order to encourage the deployment of this technology. A conventional gasoline engine is oversized for periods of peak demand such as acceleration or climbing a slope, which account for only a small amount of the overall drive time. Because the engine is oversized, it operates at less than 20 percent efficiency most of the time. A HEV saves fuel by relying on the vehicle's battery to supply the extra power required under peak loads. The battery is recharged by energy recovered during the braking process. Hybrid systems allow a much smaller engine to operate at peak efficiency for a greater percentage of the drive time, getting an additional boost from the battery when necessary.

The much-lauded hydrogen economy is not right around the corner, and a lot of research and development needed for that transition can be obtained through continued improvement of HEV technology. The attitude that hydrogen technology is our ultimate goal and that we should leapfrog our development efforts will only sideline the immediate benefits of existing technologies and their immediate fuel-saving benefits.

The early-adopter portion of consumers is important in establishing the market share of new technologies. Current government tax incentives are excellent ways to encourage these consumers. Congress passed HEV tax credits through 2009 in the 2005 Energy Bill. This will encourage a greater number of early adopters to take advantage of the tax savings offered by HEVs. We should also encourage vehicle research and development, reformation of efficiency standards, and encouragement of government fleet purchases of HEVs.

Regardless of what other measures are taken to improve fuel economy, we must reform the loopholes in the current fuel efficiency regulatory system. SUVs and light trucks are allowed an average fuel economy of only 26.7 mpg—25 percent lower than the new car standard. An upper weight limit on which trucks are counted toward a manufacturer's overall average fuel economy has the negative effect of encouraging manufacturers to make vehicles heavier than the 8,500-pound cutoff in order to escape having these vehicles count against their average fuel economy. These loopholes have resulted in decreased SUV efficiency at a time when their market share is increasing faster than any other class of vehicle.

Figure 1 is a graph of the range of estimated direct net benefit of various fuel substitution options in 2001 U.S. dollars. The estimated direct net benefits calculation includes the incremental costs of new technologies, loss of government revenue from reduced fuel sale, savings from reduced fuel use, reduction in the external costs of petroleum dependence, and savings from avoided damages by reducing pollution. Hybrid vehicles have the highest potential positive impact of all of these technologies in the 2002–2030 time frame.

The remaining pathways will each require technology advances and strong government action to succeed.

Conclusion

These policy recommendations will help free the United States from foreign oil dependence. On the way to a hydrogen economy, HEVs will provide opportunities for technological advancement. In the meantime, their increased efficiency will decrease U.S. oil use and raise awareness of advanced-technology vehicles. The lessons learned from America’s transition will be shared with other developing countries, which will be able to leapfrog their development past the early petroleum age and begin developing more efficient technologies immediately.

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct), P.L. 102-486 established fleet requirements for governmental agencies and utilities. Unfortunately, this law was made before the public offering of HEVs, some of the most efficient and cleanest vehicles. As a result, it provided no incentive for fleet buyers to purchase HEVs. This should be updated to require the purchase of HEVs instead of alternative-fuel vehicles (AFVs), which may never run off alternative fuels due to a lack of local alternative-fuel availability.

Current government tax incentives are excellent ways to encourage these consumers. Congress passed HEV tax credits through 2009 in the 2005 Energy Bill. This will encourage a greater number of early adopters to take advantage of the tax savings offered by HEVs. We should also encourage vehicle research and development, reformation of efficiency standards, and encouragement of government fleet purchases of HEVs.

Regardless of what other measures are taken to improve fuel economy, we must reform the loopholes in the current fuel efficiency regulatory system. SUVs and light trucks are allowed an average fuel economy of only 26.7 mpg—25 percent lower than the new car standard. An upper weight limit on which trucks are counted toward a manufacturer’s overall average fuel economy has the negative effect of encouraging manufacturers to make vehicles heavier than the 8,500-pound cutoff in order to escape having these vehicles count against their average fuel economy. These loopholes have resulted in decreased SUV efficiency at a time when their market share is increasing faster than any other class of vehicle.

Figure 1 is a graph of the range of estimated direct net benefit of various fuel substitution options in 2001 U.S. dollars. The estimated direct net benefits calculation includes the incremental costs of new technologies, loss of government revenue from reduced fuel sale, savings from reduced fuel use, reduction in the external costs of petroleum dependence, and savings from avoided damages by reducing pollution. Hybrid vehicles have the highest potential positive impact of all of these technologies in the 2002–2030 time frame.

The remaining pathways will each require technology advances and strong government action to succeed.

Conclusion

These policy recommendations will help free the United States from foreign oil dependence. On the way to a hydrogen economy, HEVs will provide opportunities for technological advancement. In the meantime, their increased efficiency will decrease U.S. oil use and raise awareness of advanced-technology vehicles. The lessons learned from America’s transition will be shared with other developing countries, which will be able to leapfrog their development past the early petroleum age and begin developing more efficient technologies immediately.
Second Century Project Results

Last year, to help plan for the next hundred years of HKN, students provided their feedback on the organization through the Second Century Project. The project consisted of two phases. The first phase was a collaborative session within the chapters, where members brainstormed answers to the following five questions:

1. What is the most important purpose of HKN?
2. What benefits should HKN offer student members?
3. How can HKN help student members better prepare for their careers?
4. How can your chapter better serve society, other ECE students, and their ECE departments?
5. What benefits should HKN provide to you after your graduation?

Members were able to reflect on their personal participation in the chapter, school, and organization as a whole as well as advise headquarters about what they felt were important benefits of membership. After collecting the responses, HKN staff devised a survey for individuals to rank the top 10 to 12 most common answers on a scale from 1 to 9. More than 200 individuals participated in Phase Two of the project. The staff analyzed the responses and came up with a list of action items consistent with the student’s thoughtful suggestions.

Web Site

• List career opportunities, study-abroad opportunities, scholarships, graduate schools, and resume tips (Goal: February 2007)
• List contact information and activity suggestions for chapters (chapter reports will be linked to the directory pages)

Awards

• Publicize nominations and award winners on-line, in THE BRIDGE, and in other appropriate venues depending on the award and the winner
• Invite students to awards ceremonies and allow them to interact on a one-on-one basis with distinguished alumni and professionals

Conferences

• Host regional conferences across the United States
• Develop leadership and other useful job skills for students entering the business world
• Invite distinguished alumni and industry professionals to lecture
• Allow networking opportunities among chapters

HKN Alumni

• Encourage the active participation in HKN of graduated members throughout their lifetimes
• Encourage the establishment of HKN alumni chapters
• Keep alumni up to date on industry and HKN news through e-mail, Web site updates, chapter news, and THE BRIDGE
• Invite alumni to speaking opportunities at chapter functions and regional conferences

HKN Merchandise

Please visit www.hkn.org for order forms and more details about ordering HKN merchandise.

► HKN Decal $2.00

Perfect for car windows! Plastic removable decal showcases your HKN membership.

► Honor Cord and Stole

Cord $15.00     Stole $25.00     Set of Cord and Stole $32.00

Display your accomplishments at graduation by wearing an HKN honor cord and stole!

► Publications

Various publications on topics such as telecommunications, satellite communications, VoIP, and wireless LANs are available to HKN members at an extremely reduced rate!

► Jewelry

Visit the Web for a link to Burr Patterson, where you can order tie tacks, enamaled crests, and key rings.

► THE BRIDGE

Don’t let your subscription to THE BRIDGE run out! Lifetime subscriptions are $60.00 and three-year subscriptions only $15.00.

HKN Regional Student Conference

Beta Chapter, Purdue University, hosted a regional conference November 3–4, 2006, titled “HKN Discusses Leadership Skills for Your Future.” Student members listened to panels of distinguished alumni, cooperated in team projects, toured the Birck Nanotechnology Center, and shared stories of chapter activities. Due to the generous contributions of HKN alumni members, there was no registration fee for the conference, and a number of schools nationwide were represented. Chapters across the country are encouraged to host a student conference and can contact headquarters for information about how to organize it and get financial support.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2005–2006 Annual Fund Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$50,000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$1,000 to $2,000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$500 to $999</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Get Connected at www.hkn.org

Update Your Member Profile Today!

The HKN Web Site

> HKN News Features
HKN members can stay up to date on the latest society activities and notable accomplishments of fellow members by visiting the HKN Web site. The site's home page features news headlines that link to articles and press releases.

> HKN Chapter Directory
Visit your chapter's page to see their recent activities, officers, and notable alumni.

> Chapter Administration Forms and Information
Everything needed to establish and run an HKN chapter is available in one spot on the HKN Web site.

> HKN Video Testimonials
The HKN Web site features video testimonials from HKN alumni exploring the benefits of membership in the society.